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Editor’s Letter

A
Dear readers,

s tradition, April marks the anniversary of 
BIDV, a time for the bank’s employees to look 
back over the path that generations of the 
bank’s employees have worked hard to carve. 
Over the past 61 years, BIDV has transformed 
into a multi-owned financial group operating in 
Vietnam and six other countries and territories.

April also saw many banks in Vietnam hold 
their annual shareholders meetings. BIDV held 
its annual general meeting of shareholders 
2018 on 21 April 2018, outlining key indicators 
for the year.

The bank continued to affirm its position 
as the largest commercial bank in Vietnam 
with total assets reaching over USD53 
billion, up 19.5 percent from 2016. Given the 
previous outstanding performance, BIDV set 
credit growth to increase 17 percent, and in 
compliance with the plan assigned by the State 
Bank of Vietnam for capital mobilisation to 
grow 17 percent, and profit before tax to reach 
USD412 billion.

Earlier this month on 20 April, BIDV and 
members of the Association of Vietnamese 
Investors in Myanmar (AVIM) were honoured 
to meet with Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, state 
counsellor and union minister of foreign affairs 
and minister for the President’s Office of the 
Republic of the Union of Myanmar. BIDV’s chief 
executive officer briefed the state counsellor on 
the bank’s operation in Myanmar, appreciating 
the licensing by the government and Central 
Bank of Myanmar to BIDV to establish a bank 

branch in the country. The branch has 
acted as a bridge to connect and support 
Vietnamese businesses investing in the 
country. 

In a separate event, BIDV and PwC Vietnam 
announced the completion of IRB credit 
risk models under the IRB credit risk model 
development project at a closing workshop 
held recently in Hanoi. The event marked 
a new milestone for BIDV in implementing 
Basel II according to the requirements of 
the State Bank of Vietnam, a significant 
step in the roadmap to transforming the 
risk management model according to 
international practice.

BIDV has been the leading bank for readiness 
for IT applications for years. The bank has 
made the Top 10 Sao Khue Awards for its 
BIDV iBank and won Sao Khue awards for 
six years running. Such awards are the result 
of the continuous effort of the bank’s IT 
experts and officers in improving the quality 
of e-banking products to meet the increasing 
needs of customers in the digital era.

In the lifestyle pages we provide readers 
with an overview of Vietnam’s Non Nuoc Cao 
Bang Geopark, recently declared a member 
of the UNESCO Global Network of National 
Geoparks. For nature and sea lovers, we shine 
a spotlight on Phu Quoc island, Vietnam’s 
pearl island which has long been an ideal 
tourist destination offering beautiful and 
secluded white sand beaches. 
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BIDV HIGHLIGHTS

As tradition, April marks the 
anniversary of BIDV, a time 
for the bank’s employees to 
look back over the path that 
generations of the bank’s 
employees have worked hard 
to carve. Below is an extract 
from BIDV’s chief executive 
officer’s message on the 
bank’s 61st anniversary.

61 YEARS OF GROWTH

On 26 April 1957 the prime minister of 
Vietnam Democratic Republic signed 
Decree 177/TTg on establishing the 

Bank for Construction of Vietnam, 
predecessor of the Joint Stock 
Commercial Bank for Investment 
and Development of Vietnam (BIDV). 
The bank is proud of its glorious 
tradition, with its different names 
corresponding to each development 
period of the country: Bank for 
Construction of Vietnam (1957 – 1980); 
Bank for Investment and Development 
of Vietnam (1981-1990); Bank for 
Investment and Development of 
Vietnam (1991 – 2011); and Joint Stock 
Commercial Bank for Investment 
and Development of Vietnam (2012 
– present). Though bearing different 
names at different development 
periods, BIDV has excelled at all tasks 

assigned by the government, Ministry 
of Finance, and State Bank of Vietnam, 
making positive contributions to 
national defense, construction and the 
development of the country.

Over the past 61 years, the number of 
staff employed by BIDV has increased 
from just over 200 during the initial 
days to nearly 24,000 today. The 
bank’s network has expanded from 
11 branches to nearly 1,000 branches 
and transaction offices, and over 
15,000 ATMs and POS. From its sole 
task of fund allocation, BIDV has now 
become a leading financial institution 
in Vietnam providing modern and 
diverse banking products and services 

Moving forward 
from proud traditions

Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc (1st, R-L) presents the First-class Labour Medal to BIDV leaders at the bank's 60th anniversary
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that meet the needs of customers. 
The bank’s current customer base 
reaches over 10 million, ranging from 
major economic groups, corporations 
and SMEs to individuals. BIDV has 
transformed into a multi-owned 
financial group operating in the areas 
of banking and insurance in Vietnam 
and six other countries and territories, 
establishing relationships with over 
3,000 financial institutions globally. 

BIDV has been among the top 10 
largest taxpayers contributing to the 
State Budget and has been awarded 
with precious orders of merits such as 
the title Labour Hero in the innovation 
period, Ho Chi Minh Medal, orders of 
merits from the state and government 
of Laos PDR and the Royal Government 
of Cambodia as well as other awards 
from prestigious organisations both 
local and international.

A BANK OF TODAY

BIDV concluded 2017 with total assets 
reaching over VND1.2 quadrillion, up 
19.5 percent, continuing to affirm its 
position as the largest commercial 
bank in Vietnam. The bank’s total 
mobilised capital reached VND1.125 
quadrillion, up 17.9 percent. Total 
credit and investments stood at 
VND1.154 quadrillion, up 18 percent. 
Consolidated profit before tax reached 
VND8,665 billion.

BIDV continued to affirm its role as a key 
instrument in implementing monetary 
policies of the government and the State 
Bank of Vietnam, promoting its role as 
a major commercial bank capable of 
regulating the market, pioneering in 
applying modern banking technology, 
safe and advanced management capacity 
as well as international integration.

BIDV has focused on institutional 
development, enhancing governance 
and management capacity, and the 
accountability of its leaders and 
discipline across the system. The bank 

actively integrating into the regional 
and international financial and banking 
markets on the basis of promoting 
internal resources, and applying 
banking management measures 
according to international practice.

The success of the past sixty one 
years is attributed to the support 
and guidance provided by the party, 
state and government, helping to lead 
the bank in the right direction. The 
achievements BIDV has made would 
not have been possible without the 
State Bank of Vietnam, the efforts of 
generations of leaders across the BIDV 
system and the support, trust and 
cooperation of customers, partners 
and friends, both local and abroad.

On the bank’s 61st anniversary, on 
behalf of the bank’s management 
team, I would like to extend my 
deep gratitude to the party, state, 
government, the State Bank governor, 
ministries and local authorities and 
unions for their support and timely 
direction given to BIDV over the 
years. My gratitude also extends to 
customers, partners and financial 
institutions both local and international 
for their help and cooperation.

The current leaders would like to 
express gratitude to BIDV’s generations 
of leaders who have led the bank 
and laid solid foundations for the 
development seen over the past 61 
years. I would also like to extend sincere 
thanks to all employees over all periods 
for their commitment to helping BIDV 
overcome challenges and accomplish all 
tasks and missions set with excellence, 
building the successful BIDV of today.

On behalf of the BIDV management 
team, I would like to request all BIDV 
employees to shoulder and render 
efforts to overcome difficulties and 
excel in all tasks to continue to build 
BIDV as a friendly and modern bank, a 
leading bank in the region and among 
the Top 100 largest banks in Asia. 

has made great strides in innovating 
its government and management 
model. The governor of the State Bank 
approved the plan on restructuring and 
handling of bad debt, defining BIDV to 
be one of the two Vietnamese banks 
among Asia’s Top 100 largest banks 
and Vietnam’s most important banks.

MOVING FORWARD

The government and banking sector 
defined the year 2018 as the pivotal 
one for implementing the party and 
National Assembly resolutions on 
socio-economic development for the 
period 2016-2020.

Closely grasping the directions of 
the government and the State Bank 
governor, the BIDV management 
team defined 2018 as the key year 
for successfully implementing 
restructuring in association with 
the handling of bad debt in the 
period 2016-2020. Continuing the 
motto “Discipline – Accountability – 
Efficiency” BIDV is set to accomplish 
all business targets set for the year. 

The bank also closely follows the 
banking sector’s action plan for the 
2016-2020 period, developing and 
issuing the development strategy 
until 2025 with vision to 2030 on the 
basis of a digital bank, maintaining 
the position of a key and responsible 
bank, contributing to macro-economic 
stability, boosting national economic 
growth and international integration, 
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On 20 April during an official 
visit to Vietnam, Daw Aung 
San Suu Kyi, state counsellor 
and union minister of 
foreign affairs and minister 
for the President’s Office of 
the Republic of the Union 
of Myanmar met with the 
Association of Vietnamese 
Investors in Myanmar (AVIM).

S
peaking on behalf of the business 
members of AVIM, Mr. Phan Duc 
Tu, chief executive officer of 

BIDV, briefed Daw Aung San Suu Kyi 
on the association's operation and 
outstanding results. AVIM was founded 
in April 2010 with key members being 
major groups and corporations in 
Vietnam including BIDV, Viettel, Hoang 
Anh Gia Lai, VNPT and PetroVietnam, 
amongst others. The association aims 
to boost and support Vietnamese 
businesses’ investment, trade and 
tourism activities in Myanmar. To date, 
AVIM has organised and supported 
over 250 business delegations of 
more than 2,500 businesspeople to 
conduct investment surveys in the 
country. AVIM keeps its members 

updated about market information and 
Myanmar’s laws as well as referring 
potential customers to Vietnamese 
businesses.

AVIM regularly proposes and works 
with the governments and ministries 
of the two countries to hold trade 
promotion workshops and conferences 
and consumer trade fairs in order 
to boost Vietnamese and regional 
businesses’ investment in the country. 
Notably, the association successfully 
hosted a regional-level conference 
themed “Four countries – One 
destination” in Yangon. AVIM and 
BIDV together with other member 
businesses have greatly contributed to 
economic cooperation between the two 
countries.

In addition to economic activities, 
the association’s members positively 
implemented social security 
programmes in the country with the 
main focus on healthcare, agriculture, 
scholarships and disaster relief.

The BIDV CEO also briefed the state 
counsellor on the bank’s operation 
in Myanmar. Following six years of 
active operation in the country, BIDV 
was licensed by the government and 
Central Bank of Myanmar to establish a 
bank branch in Yangon which marked 
the bank’s official and significant 

Myanmar state counsellor 
receives AVIM & BIDV

ANH DUC

Mr. Phan Duc Tu, chief executive officer of BIDV (2nd, L-R) at the meeting with the Myanmar 
state counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi in Hanoi
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involvement in the country’s financial 
and banking system. With the support 
of both governments and considerable 
effort from BIDV, BIDV Yangon has 
operated smoothly and achieved initial 
successes, laying solid foundations 
for the branch to develop further in 
the coming time as well as acting as 
a bridge connecting and supporting 
Vietnamese businesses investing in 
Myanmar. Mr. Phan Duc Tu committed 
to boost the branch’s operation with its 
long-term business goal in compliance 
with the country’s laws. 

Addressing the meeting, Daw Aung 
San Suu Kyi informed AVIM members 
of her visit to Vietnam. According to 
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, the leaders 
of the two countries are content with 
the positive developments seen in 
the Vietnam - Myanmar relations 
over the past 40 years. The two 
countries upgraded these relations to 
a comprehensive partnership during 
the state visit to Myanmar by Vietnam’s 

party general secretary Nguyen Phu 
Trong in August 2017, opening a new 
chapter in their relations. The leaders 
of the two countries also committed 
to deepen their trade and investment 
relations on a mutually beneficial basis.

Appreciating the Vietnamese 
businesses’ investment projects in 
Myanmar which have contributed 
to sustainable development and 
improving the living conditions of 
the people of Myanmar, Daw Aung 
San Suu Kyi willed the Vietnamese 
businesses to achieve good results 
in cooperation areas such as 
finance, telecommunication, energy, 
agriculture, forestry and fisheries as 
well as strengthening cooperation 
in transport, tourism and education, 
among others.

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi expressed her 
hope that the Vietnamese businesses 
operating in Myanmar are able to work 
more effectively, reap greater success, 

As of March 2018, FDI capital from 
Vietnamese businesses’ licensed to 
invest in Myanmar reached USD2.1 
billion, coming from a total of 70 projects, 
accounting for 2.8 percent of total FDI 
capital in the country. Vietnam currently 
ranks seventh among countries investing 
in Myanmar. 
 
Two-way trade turnover in 2017 reached 
USD828 million, up 51 percent from 
2016 and 5.5 times higher than that 
of 2010. In the first quarter of 2018, 
bilateral trade turnover continued to 
increase by 21 percent year-on-year, 
reaching nearly USD221 million.

and contribute to the trade, investment 
and tourism relations between the two 
countries, thereby helping to boost 
the comprehensive relations between 
Myanmar and Vietnam. 

BIDV logo on the top of Hoang Anh Gia Lai Myanmar Trade Centre Building in Yangon, Myanmar
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BIDV held its annual general 
meeting of shareholders 
(AGMS) 2018 on 21 April 
2018, outlining key indicators 
for the year.

IMPRESSIVE RESULTS

BIDV continued to affirm its position 
as the leading bank in the market, 
maintaining its market share in the 
sector. The bank’s total assets reached 
VND1,202,284 billion (USD53.2 
billion), up 19.5 percent from 2016, 
maintaining its position as the largest 
bank in the market by assets. Total 
outstanding loans and investment 
reached VND1,154,154 billion 
(USD51.1 billion), of which outstanding 
loans to economic organisations and 
individuals reached VND 862,604 
billion (USD38.2 billion), an increase 
of 17 percent compared to 2016, 
accounting for 13.7 percent of the 
sector’s market share. Total mobilised 
capital reached VND1,124,961 
billion (USD49.8 billion), of which 
VND933,834 billion (USD41.3 billion) 
was mobilised from organisations and 
individuals, up 17.4 percent from 2016 
and accounting for 12.8 percent of the 
banking sector’s market share.

Retail banking operations grew 
well, with retail loans growing by 35 
percent, accounting for 30 percent of 
total outstanding loans. Retail deposits 
increased by 19 percent, accounting 
for nearly 55 percent of total deposits; 
and retail net income accounted for 31 

AGMS 2018: 
New developments  
outlined for BIDV

TUE NHI

percent of total net income. SME loans 
and deposits grew 31 percent and 28 
percent respectively from 2016.

Credit quality has been strictly 
controlled, with NPL ratio at 1.44 
percent. Net service income was up 
15.7 percent from 2016. The structure 
of service income saw positive 
developments. Total net income from 
treasury business exceeded VND2,000 
billion (USD88.5 million) for the first 

time, up 37 percent from 2016.

In 2017, the bank’s business 
performance remained safe and 
sustainable, continuing the impressive 
results seen in recent years. The 
difference in revenue and expenditure 
achieved the best result so far, growing 
by 39.4 percent compared to 2016. 
Consolidated profit before tax reached 
VND8,665 billion (USD383.4 million), 
up 13 percent from last year. ROA 

Shareholders vote   at BIDV's annual general meeting of shareholders 2018
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was 0.63 percent and ROE reached 
15 percent. The bank paid VND5,243 
billion (USD232 million) to the state 
budget, ranking amongst the top 
highest taxpayers. In 2017, the bank 
completed the dividend payment ratio 
of 7 percent in cash according to the 
Resolution of the AGMS 2017.

BIDV’s performance and contributions 
have received recognition and awards 
from governments, partners and 

customers locally and abroad. In 
Vietnam, BIDV was among the Top 
11 national brands and Top 2 most 
valuable banking brands according to 
Brand Finance. BIDV was also one of 
the banks to be assigned the highest 
ratings by international rating firms.

LOOKING FORWARD

In 2018, Vietnam's economy is forecast 
to continue its sustainable growth with 
GDP growth targeted at 6.7 percent, 
while the inflation rate is targeted at 
below 4 percent.

The AGMS 2018 adopted the bank’s 
business plan for 2018. Credit growth 
is set to increase 17 percent and in 
compliance with the plan assigned 
by the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV); 
capital mobilisation is targeted to 
grow 17 percent, ensuring balance for 
credit and investment needs in 2018 
and meeting the prudential ratios 
prescribed by the SBV; profit before 
tax is set to reach VND9,300 billion 
(USD411.5 million); and the non-
performing loan ratio is targeted to 
remain at below 2 percent.

The bank also outlined key tasks for 
2018 which were adopted during the 
meeting, including: improving financial 
capacity; diversifying ownership 

As of 20 April 2018, total assets of 
BIDV’s commercial banking business 
grew by 35 percent; outstanding loans 
were up 2.3 percent, and mobilised 
capital increased by 5.5 percent. Profit 
before tax of the banking business alone 
reached VND2,700 billion (USD119.5 
million), fulfilling 29 percent of the year’s 
plan. Credit quality was controlled 
according to plans.

Mr. Pham Quang Tung has been elected 
to the Board of Directors of BIDV for the 
2017-2022 tenure.

structure; focusing on selling shares 
to strategic investors and completing 
charter capital increase from issuing 
shares to foreign investors. Further, 
credit growth is associated with 
improving credit quality; and the 
bank will strive to succeed in certain 
areas including restructuring income, 
continuing to diversify its customer 
base; continuing organisational 
transformation in association with 
improving the quality of human 
resources, streamlining its branch 
model and utilising resources for 
business operation.

The bank also aims to develop and 
aggressively implement its digital 
banking strategy project; focusing 
resources to implement the Basel 
II roadmap on schedule, improving 
and upgrading the risk management 
system in line with Basel Committee 
standards; and continuing to foster the 
bank’s corporate culture to improve 
competitiveness. 

Shareholders vote   at BIDV's annual general meeting of shareholders 2018
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O
n 27 March this year the 
People's Committee of 
Vinh Long province held an 

investment promotion conference 
under the theme “Vinh Long – Initiative 
in cooperation for sustainable 
development”. 

The conference was the largest scale 
event of its kind to be organised in the 
province. Vietnamese Prime Minister 
Nguyen Xuan Phuc was in attendance, 
along with over 750 delegates 
representing central and local 
ministries and agencies, diplomatic 
and international organisations in 
Vietnam, businesses, and investors 
both domestic and foreign.

During the event, BIDV signed credit 
contracts worth more than VND550 
billion (USD24.3 million) with local 
businesses. The bank also committed 
funds amounting to VND12.5 billion 
(USD553.100) towards the construction 
of Phu Quoi high school in the 
province’s Long Ho district.

BIDV supports 
sustainable development

VU THU

During 60 years of operation, 
BIDV has always been pioneering 
in implementing social security 
programmes that support local 
authorities in improving standards 
of living for local people. Since 2010, 

the bank has funded over VND25 
billion (USD1.1 million) to social 
welfare programmes in the province, 
focusing on health, education and 
housing construction for impoverished 
families. 

Mr. Phan Duc Tu, chief executive officer of BIDV (1st L-R) presents credit agreements  
to enterprises at Vinh Long investment promotion conference 2018
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Vietnam hosted the sixth 
Greater Mekong Subregion 
(GMS-6) Summit and the 10th 
Cambodia-Laos-Vietnam (CLV-
10) Development Triangle 
Summit, which both took 
place between 29 and 31 
March in Hanoi. BIDV was 
an official sponsor of both 
summits.

T
he summit aims to celebrate the 
25th founding anniversary of 
the GMS programme and define 

cooperation orientations to build a 
region of prosperity, integration and 
sustainable development. The GMS-6 
attracted around 2,000 delegates, 200 
conglomerates and businesses, and 
nearly 300 journalists.

The GMS was established in 1992 as 
an initiative of the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB), involving Vietnam, Laos, 
Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar, 
and China’s Yunnan and Guangxi 
provinces.

The CLV-10 aims to review the 
implementation of the Master Plan 
for Socio-Economic Development of 
the CLV Development Triangle Area 
for 2010-2020, discuss cooperation 
orientations in the time to come, 
and seek ways to enhance trilateral 
economic connectivity.

The CLV Development Triangle Area 

was established in 1999 and includes 
Vietnam’s Kon Tum, Gia Lai, Dak Lak 
and Dak Nong provinces; Laos’ Sekong, 
Attapeu and Saravan provinces; and 
Cambodia’s Stung Treng, Rattanak Kiri, 
and Mondul Kiri. In 2009, the three 
countries agreed to add Vietnam’s 
Binh Phuoc province, Cambodia’s 
Kratie province, and Laos’ Champasak 
province to the area.

The successful hosting of the GMS-
6 and CLV-10, two of the country’s 
most important multilateral external 
events in 2018, demonstrates 

BIDV sponsors 
GMS-6 and CLV-10

HONG TIEN

Vietnam’s increasing role and position 
in the region as well as its active 
contributions to regional cooperation 
mechanisms.

As a major financial institution in 
Vietnam as well as a founding member 
of the Associations of Vietnamese 
Investors in Cambodia, Laos and 
Myanmar, BIDV has been trusted by the 
government to act as official sponsor 
of both summits. In 2017, BIDV was 
co-sponsor of the APEC Summit in Da 
Nang City. 

GMS Business Summit in Hanoi
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BIDV and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
(PwC) Vietnam announced the 
completion of IRB credit risk 
models under the IRB credit 
risk model development 
project at a closing workshop 
held recently in Hanoi.

T
he event marked a new 
milestone for BIDV in 
implementing Basel II according 

to the requirements of the State Bank 
of Vietnam, a significant step in the 
roadmap to transforming the risk 
management model according to 
international practice. 

According to the plans laid out in 
the project, PwC supported BIDV 

in developing and testing models 
including the probability of default 
(PD), loss given default (LGD), and 
exposure at default (EAD) models, 
based on the internal ratings-based 
(IRB) approach under Basel Accord.

After 18 months of implementation, 
the project saw the completion 
of models for various customer 
segments, almost covering the 
bank’s credit portfolios including: PD 
model for corporate customers; PD 
model (A-Card/B-Card) for individual 
customers; and LGD and EAD models 
for individuals and micro-businesses.

Mr. Grant Dennis, general manager 
at PricewaterhouseCoopers Vietnam 
said, “The IRB credit risk model 
development project is essential and 

suits the trend of the banks across 
the world as well as in the region. The 
project helps BIDV strengthen its risk 
management capacity, proactively 
apply and manage according to the 
best practices, thereby affirming the 
bank’s position in Vietnam’s banking 
system.”

Mr. Le Trung Kien, deputy general 
director of the Banking Operation 
Safety Policy Department at the 
Banking Supervision Agency under 
the State Bank of Vietnam noted his 
appreciation of BIDV’s proactiveness 
in complying with Basel II according 
to the SBV’s requirements while 
lauding the close direction of the 
bank’s management in implementing 
the project. He said BIDV had a 
comprehensive approach to corporate 
as well as individual customers.

Commenting at the closing workshop, 
Mr. Ngo Van Dung, a board member 
of BIDV, affirmed that the bank 
always prioritised innovation and 
strengthening risk management. He 
said the successful results of the 
project laid a solid foundation for 
BIDV to realise its target to be among 
Asia’s 100 largest banks and a leading 
bank in Southeast Asia. 

In 2014, BIDV was chosen by the 
State Bank to be among 10 banks to 
implement Basel II in Vietnam. The 
project has helped BIDV make headway 
towards meeting the goals of the set 
implementation roadmap. 

Advancements in 
Basel II implementation

HONG LE

Leaders of BIDV and PwC Vietnam at the closing workshop
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BIDV is set to donate VND1 
billion to activities within the 
framework of the Hue Festival 
2018, acting as bronze 
sponsor for the event.

T
he signing of the sponsorship 
took place in Hue city in the 
central province of Thua Thien - 

Hue on 23 April.

BIDV’s Hue branch has been active in 
funding many social programmes in 
the locality. Notably, it provided two 
ambulances worth VND2.5 billion 
(USD109,250) to the Hue Central 
Hospital and the Hue University of 
Medicine and Pharmacy.

According to Nguyen Dung, vice 
chairman of the provincial People’s 
Committee and head of the Hue 
Festival organising board, the 10th Hue 
Festival themed “Cultural heritage with 
integration and development, Hue - 
one destination, five world heritages” 

will take place from 27 April – 2 May. 

The festival aims to enhance 
cultural exchange and international 
cooperation and promote Vietnamese 
and local cultural identities to 
international friends in particular, 
thus fostering tourism and service 
development towards stronger socio-
economic development of the locality. 

The event has so far attracted 21 
international art troupes from 20 
countries worldwide, including 
France, the Republic of Korea, the UK, 
Mongolia, Japan, Thailand, Russia, 
Belgium and China.

Hue Festival 2018 promises to have 
many attractive and high quality 
programmes, and is expected to attract 
a large number of tourists, thereby, 
creating a prerequisite for the BIDV 
brand to be promoted more widely and 
effectively.

Speaking at the ceremony, Mr. Nguyen 
Dung extended his sincere gratitude to 
BIDV for being the bronze sponsor of 
Hue Festival 2018. He emphasised that 
BIDV not only respects the country’s 
traditional cultural values but also 
contributes to the promotion of Hue 
cultural heritage values and the social-
economic development of the province. 

Hue, the imperial capital of Vietnam 
for hundreds of years, is home to five 
heritages recognised by UNESCO, 
namely the Hue ancient citadel relic 
complex – a World Cultural Heritage site; 
Nha Nhac (Hue royal court music) - an 
intangible cultural heritage item; Nguyen 
Dynasty’s wood blocks – a documentary 
heritage item; Nguyen Dynasty’s Chau 
ban (royal administrative documents) 
– part of the Asia-Pacific Register 
of UNESCO’s Memory of the World 
Programme; and literature on Hue royal 
architecture - a documentary heritage.

Promoting Hue 
cultural heritage values

VIET DUNG

Performers at Hue Festival
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ACCOLADES & AWARDS

BIDV has made the Top 10 
Sao Khue Awards for its BIDV 
iBank and won Sao Khue 
awards for six years running.

The Vietnam Software and IT Services 
Association (VINASA) presented the 
Sao Khue awards to 73 information 
and technology (IT) solutions and 
services, and software products at a 
ceremony held in Hanoi on 21 April.

Sao Khue 2018 received 103 
nominations from 80 organisations and 
enterprises nationwide, of which 51 
software products and 22 IT services 
were awarded the Sao Khue title. 

This year’s award gave priority to 
IT products, solutions and services 
related to research and the application 
of new technology trends such as 
artificial intelligence (AI), Internet 
of Things (IoT), Big Data, Robotic 
Process Automation (RPA), Blockchain, 

and Virtual Reality (VR), all of which 
are hoped to promote the digital 
conversion process in enterprises and 
organisations.

The Top 10 Sao Khue were awarded 
to the most excellent products and 
services from the Bank for Investment 
and Development of Vietnam JSC 
(BIDV), FPT Software, ISOFH company, 
ITSOL company, TIMA Group, Viettel 
Network Technologies Centre, Vietnam 
Posts and Telecommunications Group 
(VNPT), Viettel Telecom and Information 
Technology Solution Centre, and VTC 
Telecommunications JSC.

BIDV applied for the Sao Khue awards 
with three products including BIDV 
iBank for corporate customers (BIDV 
iBank), BIDV Identity Management 
system (BIDV IDM) and Gateway for 
card services. BIDV iBank and BIDV 
IDM were honoured to receive the 
awards, with BIDV iBank making the 

Top 10 Sao Khue awards. This is the 
sixth time BIDV has won Sao Khue 
awards for its IT products and services. 

VINASA chairman Truong Gia Binh 
affirmed the Sao Khue awards would 
continue to be innovated, aiming 
to encourage IT firms to strive to 
promote innovation, focusing on 
promoting digital conversion strategy, 
and developing high-quality services 
and products, thus serving Vietnam’s 
development and the demand from 
international markets. 

BIDV IBANK MAKES STRONG 
IMPRESSION

BIDV iBank is an electronic banking 
product based on the omnichannel 
platform (web, mobile device) that 
serves institutional customers, 
financial institutions and other credit 
institutions. The product features 
multifunctionality and a modern 

BIDV iBank wins 
Top 10 Sao Khue award

HUONG GIANG
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interface that allows transactions to 
be processed in many mechanisms 
and supports a direct connection to 
customers’ internal accounting system. 

BIDV iBank’s outstanding feature is 
that it provides only one interface 
portal and omnichannel exclusively 
designed for institutional customers. 
The product also integrates a 
microservice structure and world 
leading advanced IT solutions 
including IBM Filenet and Oracle 
12c Cloud as well as products self-
developed by BIDV such as SmartOTP 
and plugin-based digital signature.

Customers using this product 
can conduct transactions such as 
domestic transfers, payroll payment, 
international transfers, cash flow 
management, internal fund transfers, 
collection service management, 
and digital document information 
management among others through 

internet-connected devices from any 
location, saving time and resources for 
both customers and the bank.

BIDV IDM OFFERS UTILITIES

The BIDV Identity Management system 
(BIDV IDM) has been developed 
by BIDV based on an advanced IT 
platform. The programme employs 
new technologies, providing a host 
of utilities to users. Initially BIDV 
IDM was the 3.0 version of the 
centralised application management 
system formed in 2008, and was first 
upgraded in 2010. BIDV IDM is the 
second comprehensively upgraded 
version, re-designed according to 
BIDV’s new framework.

The system allows BIDV to reduce 
costs and risks in IT operation and 
management. The product’s ultimate 
feature is its ability to boost the 
processing time through digitalising 

Initiated in 2003, the awards aim to 
honour high-quality and effective IT 
products and services in the domestic 
market, which also can make inroads 
into international markets, contributing 
to promoting IT application and 
development in Vietnam in recent years.

the registration process, helping 
BIDV to save about VND14 billion 
(USD620,000) per year in transferring 
user registration documents. In the 
coming time, BIDV IDM will be further 
upgraded and improved with more 
utilities and further applications will 
be integrated into the system.

BIDV iBank and BIDV IDM are the 
result of the continuous effort of 
the bank’s IT experts and officers in 
improving the quality of e-banking 
products to meet the increasing needs 
of customers in the digital era. 

A BIDV representative (centre) receives a Sao Khue award
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PARTNERS

B
IDV - SuMi TRUST Leasing Co., Ltd 
(BSL), a subsidiary  of BIDV, signed 
a cooperation agreement with 

Fuji Xerox Vietnam Co., Ltd (FXV) on 
boosting the business of products and 
solutions of FXV through finance leasing 
- a supply chain finance model which 
has been strongly developed in Japan.

The supply chain finance model is 
relatively new in Vietnam. BSL is set 
to implement and boost this model, 
drawing on the experience of SuMi 
TRUST and utilising the firm’s modern 
technology.

Under the agreement, FXV and BSL 
will cooperate to provide authentic 
products and services through finance 
leasing which are tailored to each 
customer’s requirements for the 
installation and upgrading of office 
equipment. Customers wishing to install 
a photocopier may choose the latest 
series of Fuji Xerox and use the finance 
leasing service provided by BSL, which 
offers fast and convenient procedures.

The supply chain finance model 
enables customers to save initial 
costs, thereby freeing up capital for 
use in other areas of their business. 
Customers can upgrade their assets 
and access the latest modern 
technology - important in today’s 
climate where machines such as office 
automation systems are regularly 

upgraded. Under the new cooperation 
between BSL and FXV, the process of 
evaluating assets and documents will 
be boosted, facilitating customers to 
invest in new assets.

In Japan, finance leasing for office 
automation equipment accounted 
for about 8 percent of total finance 
leasing volume. These systems are 
the key assets for lease in the supply 
chain finance model. The cooperation 
between BSL and FXV marks BSL’s 
delivery of its supply chain finance 

strategy in Vietnam, while opening up 
more business opportunities for FXV 
nationwide.

Fuji Xerox Japan is an important 
and long-established partner of 
SuMi TRUST. FXV is wholly owned 
by Fuji Xerox Japan and has been 
present in Vietnam for over 20 years. 
The company is a leading provider 
accounting for 30 percent of the 
market share of multifunctional 
equipment and modern office 
automation solutions. 

BSL, FXV form supply 
chain finance agreement

KIM HOA
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On 10 April, BIDV Insurance 
Corporation (BIC) held the 
Annual Shareholders General 
Meeting. Beside the positive 
business results of 2017, 
the corporation also targets 
sustainable growth.

A
ccording to Mr. Tran Hoai An, 
chief executive officer of BIC, 
total consolidated premium 

revenues of BIC reached VND1,972 
billion (USD87.3 million), up 9.9 
percent year on year, of which BIC's 
separate premium reached VND1,810 
billion (USD80 million), up 6.4 percent 
year on year. 

BIC's consolidated pre-tax profit was 
VND186 billion (USD8.2 million), equal 
to an on-year increase of 12.6 percent. 
Especially, BIC’s separate pre-tax profit 
alone hit VND213 billion (USD9.4 
million), grew sharply 54.3 percent 
compared to previous year thanks to 
the dividend from Lao-Viet Insurance 
Company (LVI).

According to Mr. An, BIC’s premium 
revenue in 2017 did not perform as 
much as the company’s expectation 
as BIC continues to maintain its 
objectives through rigorous risk 
management policies. Despite the 
fiercely competitive market, the 
company selects appropriate risk-
based services, especially human 
health insurance and motor vehicle 
insurance.

In 2018, BIC aims to earn total 
premiums of VND2,040 billion 
(USD90.3 million) and a pre-tax profit 
of VND190 billion (USD8.4 million). 
According to Mr. Tran Luc Lang, 
Chairman of BIC, in 2018, BIC will 
continue to focus on effective, safe and 
sustainable growth, enhance market 
share and position in Vietnam non-life 
insurance market. 

To achieve these goals, BIC will focus 
on solutions for greater business 
efficiency, management and operation 
quality and service quality before, 
during and after the sale. The 
corporations will develop the network 
in the direction of efficiency, improve 
member companies’ operation quality, 
promote the cross-selling of products 
through the banking system, boost 

Heading to sustainable 
development

MANH HAI

investment and raise the efficiency of 
exploitation in Laos and Cambodia. 

In addition, BIC will continue to 
implement technical assistance project 
of strategic investor FairFax; invest 
in information technology systems to 
meet BIC management and operation 
needs in the next 10 years.

In 2017, A.M. Best affirmed the 
company’s financial strength rating of 
B+ (good) and long-term issuer credit 
rating of “bbb-”. The outlook of these 
credit ratings remains positive. BIC 
has been named among the Top 10 
most prestigious non-life insurance 
companies for the second consecutive 
year and among the Top 50 most 
performing companies in Vietnam for 
four years running. 

BIC sets to earn profit before tax of VND190 billion at its annual shareholders meeting 2018
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According to the report 
Asian Development Outlook 
(ADO) released by the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) 
this year, Vietnam is set to 
continue its strong economic 
performance in 2018, with 
GDP growth forecast to rise to 
7.1 percent.

BRIGHT ECONOMIC PROSPECT

D
riven by rising foreign direct 
investment, vigorous export 
growth, strengthening 

agriculture, and robust domestic 
demand, Vietnam’s GDP growth is 
expected to accelerate from last year’s 
figure of 6.8 percent to 7.1 percent this 
year. Inflation is forecast to increase 
slightly but remain modest, and the 
current account surplus is expected to 
narrow. Closing the country’s widening 
skills gap is key to remaining attractive 
to foreign investors and sustaining 
growth.

Robust private consumption is 
expected to be supported by rising 
incomes and stable inflation. Prospects 
for private investment look bright and 
business sentiment remains buoyant. 
Private investment is projected to 
benefit from Vietnam having risen 
by 14 places in the World Bank’s 
Doing Business rankings for 2018. 
The number of newly established 
enterprises hit a record high of 
126,859 in 2017, up by 15.2 percent 
from 2016. The government has set 

targets for an additional 135,000 new 
enterprises this year.

“Aided by able macroeconomic 
management, economic growth will 
spurt in 2018, with Vietnam becoming 
one of the strongest performers in the 
region,” said Mr. Eric Sidgwick, ADB 
country director for Vietnam.

Mr. Sidgwick noted, “A broad based 
increase in the government revenue 
effort in 2017 helped curtail the 
budget deficit, reducing total public 
debt to 61.3 percent of GDP by the 
end of 2017, from 63.6 percent a 
year earlier. This fiscal consolidation 
combined with moderate inflation 
should provide for continued 
macroeconomic stability.”

By sector, solid FDI should enable 
industry to maintain strong growth 
momentum. Continued strengthening 
in the US and the euro area should 
further boost manufacturing over 
the next two years. Construction is 
projected to pick up in 2018 and 2019, 
benefitting from last year’s record FDI 
commitments and disbursements. The 
service sector is projected to sustain 
growth in 2018 and 2019, with tourist 
arrivals forecast to rise by 15–20 
percent in 2018 and bank lending to 
grow by 17–18 percent. Agriculture is 
expected to continue to pick up over 
the next two years, growing in 2018 
broadly in line with the government 
target of 2.8–3.0 percent. The report 
also recommends greater efforts to 
address Vietnam’s skills gap to ensure 

Strong economic 
performance in 2018

QUANG HUY

growth remains sustainable and 
equitable.

Inflation is projected to edge up but 
remain broadly stable, averaging 
3.7 percent this year and rising to 
4.0 percent in 2019. Any significant 
rise in global oil prices would have 
a particularly significant impact on 
inflation by lifting transport and 
energy prices, which have been 
depressed over recent years.

The current account surplus is 
projected to narrow to 2.5 percent of 
GDP this year and 2.0 percent in 2019.

Ho Chi Minh City - the largest economic hub in Vietnam

MARKET MOVEMENTS
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ADDRESSING CHALLENGES

ADB also highlights several structural 
risks to Vietnam’s economic outlook, 
including the need for deeper state-
owned enterprise reform and the 
continued vulnerability in the financial 
sector to unresolved NPLs and 
undercapitalised banks as domestic 
credit continues to register rapid 
growth.

In addition, Vietnam has an abundance 
of efficient labour working for 
relatively low wages. This attracts 
large FDI inflows, especially for 

labour-intensive export-oriented 
manufacturing. Since 2012, 
manufacturing has absorbed on 
average 400,000 workers per year. 
However, a skills gap is emerging as 
an obstacle to FDI absorption and to 
business more generally.

According to Mr. Sidgwick, Vietnam 
has been able to mobilise an abundant 
supply of young, well educated 
workers to attract foreign investment 
into labour-intensive manufacturing 
over the last decade. “However, as 
the Vietnamese economy becomes 
more sophisticated a gap between 

worker qualifications and business 
needs has emerged and is widening. 
If not addressed, this skills gap could 
become a major obstacle to Vietnam’s 
development aspirations,” he added. 

The report pays close attention 
to the risks of rising global trade 
protectionism. Given Vietnam’s 
reliance on major trade partners such 
as the United States and People’s 
Republic of China, any serious 
disruption in trade between these 
two countries could have significant 
ramifications for Vietnam’s trade and 
growth prospects. 

Ho Chi Minh City - the largest economic hub in Vietnam

 MARKET MOVEMENTS
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A 
recent report from Moody's 
Investors Service states that 
the Government of Vietnam's 

(B1 positive) credit profile reflects 
the economy's robust growth trends. 
These trends are spurred in turn by the 
country's increasing competitiveness 
and a rapid economic transition 
away from traditional sectors such as 
agriculture into manufacturing, and 
further up the value-added scale within 
these sectors. 

Moody's expects that strong foreign 
direct investment (FDI) inflows will 
continue to diversify Vietnam's 
economy and strengthen growth 
compared with similarly rated peers; 
thereby supporting a stabilisation in 
the government's debt burden. 

Moody's conclusions are contained in 
its just-released credit analysis titled 
"Government of Vietnam - B1 positive", 
which examines the sovereign in 
four categories: economic strength, 
assessed as "high (-)"; institutional 
strength "low (+)"; fiscal strength 
"moderate (-)"; and susceptibility to 
event risk "high (-)". 

Moody's explains that Vietnam's real 
GDP growth accelerated to 6.8 percent 
year-on-year in 2017, topping a 6.2 
percent expansion in 2016. Real GDP 
growth is expected to remain robust, 
averaging 6.7 percent in 2018, nearly 
twice as high as the average for 
B-rated sovereigns of 3.6 percent, and 
supported by domestic consumption 
and strong investment growth on the 

back of public sector infrastructure 
development spending. 

Rapid domestic credit growth has in 
part financed strong domestic demand, 
and continues to significantly outpace 
nominal GDP growth. Moody's points 
out that while rapid credit growth 
presents risks to the banking system, 
it could also represent a degree of 
financial deepening. 

The drive to privatise SOEs — referred 
to by the government as equitisation — 
remains a key policy priority, and has 
gathered momentum with successful 
stake sales in large SOEs. 

Upward rating pressures could come 
from: (1) the passage of concrete 
measures that lead to a significant 
reduction in the government's debt 
burden; and (2) a further strengthening 
in the banking system and SOE 
sector that significantly diminishes 
contingent risks to the government 
and lowers macro-financial risks that 
could stem from boom-bust cycles. 

Conversely, downward pressures 
could arise from: (1) a re-emergence 
of macroeconomic instability leading 
to higher inflation, a rise in debt 
servicing costs, and/or a deterioration 
in the country's external payments; (2) 
a material and durable weakening in 
economic growth compared with rated 
peers; or (3) a sizeable crystallisation 
of contingent risks from either the 
banking system or the SOE sector. 

Real GDP growth
expected to reach 6.7 percent

THUAN NHI

Da Nang City, Vietnam

MARKET MOVEMENTS
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V
ietnam is set to remain the 
fastest-growing major country 
in Southeast Asia this year, 

with consumers boosting spending 
as a robust economy lifts average 
household incomes.

This statement comes from the latest 
quarterly survey from FT Confidential 
Research. According to the report, 
Vietnamese consumer sentiment is at 
a three-year high. The survey of 5,000 
consumers across Thailand, Indonesia, 
the Philippines, Malaysia and Vietnam 
found young Vietnamese among the 
most optimistic about their country's 
economic outlook, propelling the FTCR 
Vietnam Economic Sentiment Index to 
its highest level since the start of 2015.

Optimism among Vietnamese has been 
consistently upbeat regarding the 

country's economic prospects since 
2013, in contrast to the persistent 
negativity of Malaysian consumers and 
the changeable expectations of their 
Thai neighbours.

Thanks to Vietnam’s economy 
growth of 6.8 percent in 2017, which 
exceeded the Philippines growth rate 
by a whisker, and the government’s 
expectations for an even faster pace 
this year, Vietnamese are left with even 
more disposable income. The economy 
is supported by demographics, 
with Vietnam's dependency ratio - a 
measure of the working age population 
relative to the young and elderly 
- standing at a relatively low 42.9 
percent.

Online shopping has been one market 
area in Vietnam to see aggressive 

expansion. While retail sales in 
the country rose nearly 11 percent 
last year to USD129 billion, online 
shopping sales jumped 25 percent, a 
pace that industry group Vietnamese 
E-Commerce Association expects to be 
maintained until 2020. While regional 
firms such as Lazada may dominate 
online retail in Vietnam, domestic 
challengers such as Thegioididong and 
Sendo have emerged. 

FT Confidential Research is an 
independent research service from the 
Financial Times, providing in-depth 
analysis of and statistical insight into 
China and Southeast Asia. 

Consumer power drives 
growth in Vietnam 

NGUYEN QUANG
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Investors have witnessed 
exciting movements on the 
stock market in Vietnam since 
the beginning of this year, 
and BIDV Securities Company 
(BSC) expects that the market 
will break its peak in 2018 
in terms of both index and 
liquidity.

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

The global economy in 2018 is 
expected to continue to grow well, 
however growth rates may be more 
limited due to the correlation between 
actual output and economic potential 
weakening. 

Thanks to the favourable conditions 
of the global stock market in 2017, 
economic reform and economic growth 
is occurring in many emerging Asian 
countries including Vietnam, and 
stocks are in a correction period by 
which prices are higher than in the 
previous period (2015 - 2016). Further, 
these countries have strong growth 
prospects (at around 11.5 percent) 
compared with developed countries, 
while P/B ratio is only around 1.8 
which is much lower than that of 
developed countries (about 2.45x).

According to BSC, the stock market in 
Vietnam is changing in terms of both 
quantity and quality. With 2017 ending 
as a vibrant year with the VN-Index 
increasing by 48 percent, Vietnam rose 
to be among stock markets with the 

highest growth rates, experiencing its 
own highest growth rate for many years. 

With a return to the 10-year peak 
since 2007, BSC forecasts that the 
market would break its peak in 2018 in 
terms of both index and liquidity. The 
market is also experiencing a change in 
quality, accompanied by the presence 
of leading enterprises after the IPO 
process, with listing floor (upcom on 
HNX, HSX) and divested state capital 
also making a significant change in 
term of quality. Corporate capital 
affecting the VN-Index and VN30 
will also see many changes, creating 
a new game to attract investors 
including both individual investors 
who are trapped in low interest 
rates, and institutional investors 

who are gradually being convinced 
by the growing potential of Vietnam. 
However, the market is not completely 
positive in 2018, with risk remaining 
in many sectors of the market, and 
the excitement of individual investors 
leading to higher uncertainty than 
in 2017. BSC analysed that the stock 
market would continue to diversify 
and opportunities will only appear to 
investors who are well-prepared.

MORE OPPORTUNITIES 

According to BSC, there are many 
opportunities for both investors 
and the market to gain. The first 
opportunity arises from equitisation, 
the issuance of shares to the public 
and new listings. 

More opportunities  
for Vietnam stock market

QUANG DIEU

The divestment of state capital from leading enterprises such as Airports Corporation of Vietnam – ACV will help boost the stock market

MARKET MOVEMENTS
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As of November 2017, only 22 out of 
44 corporations were equitised over 
the year, and thus, the number of 
equitised firms pushed through 2018 
is relatively large. The government 
also promulgated a message stating 
that the equitisation procedure would 
not be delayed until 2019-2020. 
Large corporations will participate in 
equitisation namely MobiFone Telecom 
Corporation, Multimedia Corporation 
(VTC), Electricity Generating 
Corporation 1 and 2, and Saigon Jewelry 
Company - SJC, as well as various 
lighting companies, water supply and 
drainage companies in Hanoi. Equitised 
companies will provide an opportunity 
to attract large cash flow from domestic 
and foreign investors, with this group 
being the main driving force behind the 
sustainable growth of the stock market 
in the future.

The second opportunity is the 
divestment of state capital from 

leading enterprises such as Vietnam 
National Petroleum Group - PLX 
(expecting a minimum divested rate of 
24.86 percent), Airports Corporation 
of Vietnam - ACV (a minimum divested 
rate of of 20 percent), Vietnam 
Pharmaceutical Corporation - DVN 
(a minimum divested rate of 29.98 
percent), Lilama - LLM Vietnam 
Machinery Installation (a minimum 
divested rate of 46.88 percent) and 
Viglacera Corporation - VGC (with 
a minimum divested rate of 20.62 
percent).

The change of orders in VN30 will 
bring more investment choice to 
customers. 2017 was the first year 
that the majority of investors failed to 
make their return rate equal or larger 
than the main indicators, causing new 
cash flow to enter the index funds. 
This is a good opportunity for index 
funds, starting with the growth of 
fund services, when investors have 

started paying attention to this fund. 
Therefore, enterprises in the index 
baskets will actually attract tons of 
investment cash flow.

The fourth opportunity is from the 
banking wave. In 2018, banking stock 
will continue to grow significantly 
and have a major effect on the VN-
Index. This trend has been supported 
by the listing of a number of private 
commercial banks; the continued 
raising chartered capital/issuance for 
domestic partners and the desire for 
foreign strategic shareholders to meet 
Basel II capital requirements.

Real estate continues to grow in the 
middle segment and FDI inflows as 
well as the increased prices of basic 
commodities, such as oil and gas, steel, 
rubber will stimulate the growth of 
Vietnam’s stock market. 

The divestment of state capital from leading enterprises such as Airports Corporation of Vietnam – ACV will help boost the stock market
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

On the occasion of its 
61st anniversary, BIDV is 
running a grand promotion 
programme titled “Full Love”, 
offering attractive benefits 
to individual customers in 
Vietnam.

SAVINGS

From 18 April to 13 July, for savings 
of VND10 million or more with term 
of 36 months (or higher sums with 
shorter terms), customers will receive a 
valuable gift from BIDV and be entered 

into an end-of-promotion lucky draw. 
Total prize values reach over VND15 
billion, and include: 

Gifts at the time of placing deposits of 
at least VND10 million.

The chance to win a 13-day, 12 night 
trip to Russia and tickets for the 
World Cup final football match 2018 
for two or a BIDV savings book worth 
maximum VND500 million at the end-
of-promotion lucky draw.

Entrance to lucky draws across the 
BIDV system with 12 golden cups worth 

VND80 million each and 12 golden balls 
worth VND40 million each up for grabs.

LOANS

Home loans: BIDV is launching a 
programme “Dream Home – Full 
Life”. From now until 30 June, the 
bank is offering VND15,000 billion 
at an introductory rate of 7.1 percent 
per year. In addition, the bank offers 
flexible packages tailored to the 
financial plan of each customer.

Auto loans: From now until 30 June, 
BIDV is running a VND2,000 billion 
loan programme “Dream in your 
reach”. Accordingly, customers may 
borrow loans of up to 100 percent of 
the vehicle cost at the introductory 
rate of 7.1 percent per year and loan 
term of up to seven years.

In addition, until 30 December BIDV is 
running a programme in cooperation 
with Thaco for customers purchasing 
automobiles with a preferential rate 
from 7.7 percent per year. The loan to 
value ratio is up to 100 percent and 
the loan term is up to seven years.

Business loans: BIDV has launched 
a credit package worth VND10,000 
billion (valid until 31 May with 
preferential rate from 5 percent per 
year) and a VND20,000 billion package 
(valid until 30 June with introductory 
rate of 6.5 percent per year).

“Full Love” 
grand promotion

HUYEN TRANG
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MONEY TRANSFERS

From June to August 2018, customers 
receiving remittances via Western 
Union will receive attractive gifts and 
be entitled to preferential exchange 
rates. In addition, international 
outward remittances of USD200 or 
more to the Philippines, Russia, India, 
Thailand and United States will receive 
a gift worth VND50,000.

BIDV E-BANKING

From May to August 2018, customers 
successfully conducting financial 
transactions via BIDV Online/BIDV 
SmartBanking will have chances to win 
Apple products: iPhone X or Ipad Mini 
4 at monthly lucky draws and a set 
of Apple products (iPhone X 256GB, 
iPad, Macbook Pro, Apple watch, etc.) 
worth up to VND120 million at end-of-
programme lucky draws.

More over, from now until end of June 
2018, customers placing deposits with 
BIDV via BIDV SmartBanking or BIDV 
Online will be offered an additional 
interest rate of 0.3 percent per year 
for deposits with terms of 1 month to 
less than 12 months or an additional 
interest rate of 0.1 percent per year for 
deposits with terms of 12 months or 
more (compared to deposit rates at the 
bank’s counter). 

B
IDV aims to inspire and motivate its customers in 2018, 
encouraging them to ‘Pursue your dream, and success will pursue 
you’. The bank aims to accompany individual and SME customers, 

enabling them to achieve their dreams and ambitions. The slogan goes 
hand-in-hand with BIDV’s overarching message of “Share opportunities, 
share success”.

These messages are represented by six concepts which are the symbol for 
BIDV’s retail products and services including loans for home, automobile 
purchase and overseas study.

The concepts include space for both customers’ dreams and reality. 
Dreams can include a comfortable house, the opportunity to explore the 
world, ideal shopping opportunities, the opportunity to access a modern 
education centre or to own your own business. BIDV is the door to help 
customers accomplish their dream.

Besides launching the media message for 2018, BIDV has also 
standardised the display regulations at the bank’s transaction office 
space as well as on the outdoor billboard system. It is hoped that the new 
advertisement concept will help BIDV become more friendly to customers 
and the public. 

HONG VINH

Helping customers realise 

their dreams
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BIDV is offering football fans 
a special gift of tickets for the 
semi-finals FIFA World Cup 
2018 in Russia.

T
he gift package includes a 
5-day, 4-night trip to Russia 
for two people and tickets 

for the match. The VND500 million 
(USD22,124) package is available for 
lucky cardholders who participate in 
the promotion programme “Hi Russia – 
the way to the golden ball with BIDV”. 
In addition, cardholders are entitled to 
countless attractive offers as part of 
BIDV’s largest promotion this summer. 
The total value of the promotion 
programme is more than VND5 billion 

Enjoy FIFA World Cup 
with BIDV cards

KIEU TRANG

(USD221,240) and is effective from 26 
March to 17 June 2018.

Within the programme, new 
international credit cardholders using 
their cards will receive cash gifts of 
up to VND2 million (USD88). Similarly, 
international debit cardholders will 
also have the chance to receive a 
refund of up to VND200,000. Besides 
benefitting from the utilities of 
international credit cards, the first 
customers spending the highest will 
receive a cash bonus of up to VND5 
million (USD221) into their accounts.

In addition, new BIDV domestic 
debit cardholders will also have 
the opportunity to receive one of 

thousands of attractive gifts as well as 
free issuance and first year annual fee. 
In addition, customers will be eligible 
to join a lucky draw programme to 
win valuable gifts such as a 55-inch 
Samsung Smart TV, Sony SRS-XB30 
Wireless Speaker and MyK+ Now 
scratch card. Through these gifts 
customers can enjoy the football 
experience from the comfort of their 
home.

Apply for new card and start spending 
now to receive these attractive gifts 
from BIDV. Visit http://bidv.com.vn/
worldcup or contact the bank’s hotline 
19009247 for more information. 

A poster of the programme "Enjoy FIFA World Cup with BIDV cards"
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A
t the start of the year BIDV 
launched a new financing 
product aimed specifically at 

Vietnam Dairy Products Joint Stock 
Company (Vinamilk) distributors, 
giving preference and support to SMEs 
including micro enterprises who are 
distributors of Vinamilk products. 

In recent years, Vietnam's dairy market 
has grown steadily along with the 
prosperous development of the macro-
economy, with an average annual 
growth rate of 17 percent in the 2011-
2015 period according to figures from 
the Vietnam Dairy Association. In the 
coming years, Vietnam’s dairy sector is 
targeted to see continuous growth of 9 
percent per annum on average.

In 2017, total turnover of Vietnam’s 
dairy industry exceeded VND100,000 
billion (USD4.4 billion), nearly 10 
percent higher than in 2016. Vinamilk 
contributed 50 percent of the 
industry's total revenue. Currently, 
Vinamilk’s distribution network 
consists of hundreds of independent 
enterprises and distributors (mostly 
SMEs and micro-enterprises) with the 
company having ownership of over 
200,000 retail outlets and nearly 600 
outlets. The company’s total turnover 
comes from these independent 
distributors.

BIDV launched the new product to 
provide capital for SMEs who have 
a direct distribution agreement 
with Vinamilk, financing them with 
the maximum preferential level 
of collateral (either guaranteed by 
Vinamilk’s products or without 
collateral). 

New product supports
Vinamilk distributors

THUY DUONG

Through the financing product, SMEs 
can enjoy competitive interest rates 
from only 6-6.5 percent per year. In 
addition, BIDV is also offering these 
customers flexible collateral policies 
such as: decreasing the collateral by 
15 percent compared to the current 
credit policy (depending on the scale 
of turnover); lending without collateral; 
or allowing the SMEs to borrow 
collateralised by Vinamilk’s products.

BIDV is dedicated to supporting small 
and medium enterprises in Vietnam 
and regularly launches preferential 
credit packages to support them, to 
a total value of VND50,000 billion 
(USD2.2 billion) per annum. Since the 
beginning of the year, the bank has 
implemented many such packages, 
including short-term competitive 

credit packages of VND15,000 billion 
(USD664 million); a preferential credit 
package of VND11,000 billion (USD487 
million) for SMEs; credit packages of 
VND10,000 billion (USD443 million) 
for medium and long term loans; a 
financing package of VND2,000 billion 
for start-ups in Hanoi; a VND10,000 
billion credit package with preferential 
rates for SMEs who are members of 
VINASME as well as several other 
supporting credit packages in 
cooperation with the SME Development 
Fund (the Ministry of Planning and 
Investment), the JICA (SMEFP), and the 
Green Investment Facility (GIF).

For more information, contact your 
nearest BIDV branch or call the bank’s 
24/7 hotline on 1900 9247. 
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Phu Quoc island has long 
been an ideal tourist 
destination for nature and sea 
lovers. Alongside the island’s 
most famous beautiful and 
quiet white sand beaches, new 
attractions are opening up to 
further enhance its tourism 
industry.

THOM ISLAND

Thom island, also known as “Pineapple 
island” is the largest island in An 
Thoi archipelago and the second 
largest island in Phu Quoc district. 
Thom island bills itself as a premiere 
eco-tourism island destination with a 
picturesque fishing village. 

The island is home to the world’s 
longest oversea cable car – Hon 

New attractions on 
Vietnam’s pearl island

QUYNH CHI

Thom 3S cable car - which connects 
Phu Quoc’s second largest town, An 
Thoi, with Thom island. During its 
journey, the cable car passes over Roi 
island and Dua island, famous for the 
greenish-blue sea that surrounds them, 
and numerous tiny islands surrounded 
by coral reefs that provide some of the 
best snorkeling in Phu Quoc. Travelling 
on the cable car at high-noon affords 
sensational views of the stunning coral 
reef exposed below the sunlight and 
calm transparent water and a spacious 
sea awash with colorful fishing boats.

The cable car has achieved Guinness 
World Record status as the longest 
non-stop three-rope cable car in the 
world, 7,900 metres in length and 164 
metres at its highest point. The cable 
car enables tourists to save travelling 
time while enjoying the beauty of the 
island.

SAFARI PHU QUOC

Located in the Long Beach area, 

Thom island cable car

Thom Island, Phu Quoc
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Vinpearl Safari Phu Quoc is the first 
and only of its kind in Vietnam, 
built to comply with standards of 

international safari parks for the care 
and conservation of wildlife.

Covering a total area of nearly 400 
ha, Vinpearl Safari Phu Quoc provides 
habitat for in the region of 3,000 
animals belonging to 150 endemic 
species from Vietnam and other 
countries including Bengal tigers, 
Arabian gazelles, black and white 
lemurs, flamingos and rhinos, amongst 
others. The safari consists of two 
main zones: an open zoo surrounded 
by a moat creates a habitat that is in 
harmony with nature and a Safari Park 
where visitors can spot wildlife from 
the safety of specialised vehicles.

Beside seeing wild animals in their 
habitat, tourists can enjoy seeing 
some of the animals up close and even 
try hand feeding them. One of the 
most popular locations is the Giraffe 
restaurant, where giraffes wander 
around calmly and peacefully, enjoying 
their food. For 1.5USD, visitors can 
purchase a bag of carrots and bananas 
to feed the giraffes and pet the friendly 
and graceful animals. 

Thom Island, Phu Quoc
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Vietnam’s Non Nuoc Cao 
Bang Geopark in the northern 
province of Cao Bang has 
been recently declared a 
new member of the UNESCO 
Global Network of National 
Geoparks, making it the 
second Vietnamese geopark 
to be awarded the title, 
following the recognition of 
Dong Van Karst Plateau in Ha 
Giang province.

T
he decision was made under 
a resolution approved by the 
UNESCO Executive Board during 

its 204th session held in Paris, France 
on April 12.

Covering a total area of more than 
3,270 square kilometres and spanning 
nine districts of Cao Bang province, 
Non Nuoc Cao Bang Geopark is home 
to more than 250,000 people from nine 
ethnic minority groups.

The geopark occupies an exceptional 
territory with various classic karst 
landforms, subterranean and surface 
rivers, lake systems, pillow basalts, and 
ultramafic and granitic intrusions.

The area’s sedimentary rocks date from 
500 million years ago, with stratotype 
cross-sections, and fossils indicating 
different paleo-environments and 
biosphere extinction events.

The geopark is known as a land of 
beautiful tourist sites, and cultural and 

historical vestiges.

The Global Geopark title is UNESCO’s 
recognition of the diverse landscapes 
and spiritual cultural values of the Non 
Nuoc Cao Bang area. It will help the 

province to boost its sustainable socio-
economic development and improve 
local living standards.

The UNESCO Global Geopark title is 
awarded to single, unified geographical 

Cao Bang Park declared
UNESCO Global Geopark

Ban Gioc waterfall, a famous tourist attraction        located inside the Non Nuoc Cao Bang Geopark

Nguom Ngao cave in Non Nuoc  
Cao Bang Geopark
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areas where sites and landscapes of 
international geological significance 
are rich in scientific, educational, 
aesthetic, archaeological, historical, 
social, and cultural values as well as 
biological diversity.

The areas are managed with a 
holistic concept of protection and 
sustainable development, while 
having a significant impact on local 
communities’ sustainable socio-
economic development.

Non Nuoc Cao Bang was established 
in 2015. Since then, local 
authorities, departments, sectors, 
and the community have worked 
closely with the Vietnam National 
Commission for UNESCO and the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment to compile and submit 
a dossier to UNESCO in November 
2016 as they sought its recognition.

Local authorities drafted plans 
and took action to protect the 
environment, natural resources, and 
biological diversity as well as the 
cultural and historical value of the 
site, while promoting tourism in a 
sustainable manner. Ban Gioc waterfall, a famous tourist attraction        located inside the Non Nuoc Cao Bang Geopark

Nguom Ngao cave in Non Nuoc  
Cao Bang Geopark

Nguom Ngao cave in Non Nuoc Cao Bang Geopark

An aerial view of Cao Bang province
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B
IDV youth union travelled to 
Thuy An village in March this 
year to visit a rehabilitation 

centre for disabled children and 
disadvantaged people. 

Members of the union were impressed 
with the facilities at the centre, which 
include green turf, swings, slides and 
ball pools, amongst others. 

Thuy An village is located in Thuy An 
commune in Ba Vi district just outside 
of Hanoi. The village offers a caring 
and nurturing environment, providing 
orthopedic rehabilitation, education 
and vocational guidance for patients, 
many of whom are from ethnic 
minority groups.

The rehabilitation programme 
usually lasts from two to four years, 
depending on the patients’ health 
improvement as well as their ability to 
integrate into normal life.

In the special treatment area for young 
children there is a focus on basic 
everyday skills such as communication 
and personal hygiene and 24 hour care 
is provided by staff. The dedicated 

staff work hard and view the centre as 
their second family. 

The youth union members visited the 
patients at the centre, most of whom 
are adolescents and children, in their 
separate subdivisions. The young 
patients’ smiles upon meeting their 
visitors and efforts to walk up to them 
and greet them deeply moved the 

Providing hope through
rehabilitation 

THUY HANG

union representatives. 

With summer fast approaching, the air 
conditioner brought by the BIDV youth 
union team should help the patients 
have better conditions for treatment. 
The union members hope this act will 
spur on other donors to support the 
patients at the centre. 

BIDV youth union donates an air conditioner to the rehabilitation centre








